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Writing

Section Directions

This section measures your ability to communicate in writing in an academic environment. 
There will be two writing tasks.

For the first writing task, you will read a passage and listen to a lecture about an 
academic topic. Then you will write a response to a question that asks you about the 
relationship between the lecture and the reading passage.

For the second task, you will demonstrate your ability to write an essay in response to a 
question that asks you to express and support your opinion about a topic or issue.

Now listen to the directions for the first writing task.

Integrated Writing Directions

For this task, you will first have three minutes to read a passage about an academic 
topic. You may take notes on the passage if you wish. The passage will then be removed 
and you will listen to a lecture about the same topic. While you listen, you may also take 
notes.

Then you will have 20 minutes to write a response to a question that asks you about the 
relationship between the lecture you heard and the reading passage. Try to answer the 
question as completely as possible using information from the reading passage and the 
lecture. The question does not ask you to express your personal opinion. You will be able 
to see the reading passage again when it is time for you to write. You may use your notes 
to help you answer the question.

Typically, an effective response will be 150 to 225 words long. Your response will be 
judged on the quality of your writing and on the completeness and accuracy of the 
content. If you finish your response before time is up, you may click on Next to go on to 
the second writing task.

Independent Writing Directions

For this task, you will write an essay in response to a question that asks you to state, 
explain, and support your opinion on an issue. You will have 30 minutes to plan, write, 
and revise your essay.

Typically, an effective essay will contain a minimum of 300 words. Your essay will be 
judged on the quality of your writing. This includes the development of your ideas, the 
organization of your essay, and the quality and accuracy of the language you use to 
express your ideas.

If you finish your essay before time is up, you may click on Next to end this section. 
When you are ready to continue, click on the Dismiss Directions icon.
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Questions 1-2

Question 1
Read the passage.

Reading Time: 3 minutes

Deforestation has been opposed in many countries and on several continents, due 
to the rapid disappearance of rainforests. Yet, deforestation is likely to continue because, 
for some, the benefits outweigh the drawbacks. One benefit is that deforestation provides 
specific regions with opportunities for economic growth. With the world population 
continuing to grow ever larger, more food is needed. Rainforests can be cut down and 
the cleared land can then be used to expand commercial farming, which not only helps 
feed the increasing population, but provides economic sustainability for both farmers and 
governments.

In addition, deforestation provides much-needed space for living. Many countries, in 
which rainforests are located, are over-crowded and their people are living in only a small 
section of the country. Deforestation provides the chance for smaller, local tribes to be 
moved to the newly cleared land. As a result of these tribes relocating, there is a better 
balance of population density and better living conditions for the greatest number of 
people.

Finally, although environmentalists will certainly disagree, deforestation actually helps 
the environment. As it stands now, the United States is proposing that 25 billion dollars 
be spent on protecting the world’s rainforests. The proposal offers carbon credits. What 
this means is that for every dollar that a country invests in saving the rainforests, it is 
permitted to emit one ton of carbon dioxide. Therefore, banning deforestation may be 
counterproductive. Countries that do reduce deforestation will cause carbon prices to 
decrease. This would make global warming worse instead of better.

147
Listen to the passage. ^»)

148
Now answer the following question: ^»)

Summarize the points made in the lecture, being sure to explain 
how they challenge specific arguments raised in the reading.

Response Time: 20 minutes I
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Question 2
Read the question. Then write your response.

What recent news story has affected you the most? In what ways has it 
affected you? Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer.

. Response Time: 30 minutes |

Turn to pages 610-616 to assess the skills used in the test, score the test, 
using the Writing Scoring Criteria, and record your results.
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WRITING OVERVIEW
The last section on the TOEFL iBT® test is the Writing section. This section consists of two 
tasks, one integrated task and one independent task. You will type your responses to these 
two tasks directly on the computer.

• The integrated task consists of a 250 to 300 word reading passage and a 1 to 
2 minute lecture on the same academic topic. The information in the reading 
passage and the information in the listening passage are related, but the listen
ing passage does not simply repeat what is in the reading passage. You should
take notes on the information in each of the 
passages, and then you must write a 150 to 225 
word response about how the information in 
the two passages is related. You have 20 min
utes to both plan and type your response to the 
question on the computer screen.

• The independent task consists of an essay 
topic. You must write an essay of approxi
mately 300 words on the topic that is given. 
The ideas in your essay come from your per
sonal experience rather than from material that 
is given to you. You have 30 minutes to both 
plan and type your essay response on the com
puter screen.

Remember to use a general statement and 
supporting information in your response. 
Here's an example: The best way to 
research topics for class assignments 
is by using the Internet. The Internet 
provides more sources than a library. For 
example, you can find information from 
other researchers, from journals, from 
various colleges, and from videos available 
online. Information can be accessed from 
remote places, such as your dorm room or 
apartment.

■ .......J...._ _I-IL_IIII.hu 11.11 ILIJI.Z

Writing 
Question

Usual Expectations For 
A Response

Reading 
Time

Listening 
TimeI

i
I

Response
Length

! Combined
Preparation 

and 
Response 

Time

Question 1:
Integrated 
Writing— 
Academic
Reading, 
Listening,
Writing

Write about the 
relationship between 
an academic reading 
passage and a listening 
passage. Explain how 
information in the listening 
passage casts doubt on, 
opposes, or challenges 
points in the reading.
(You may occasionally be 
asked to explain how the 
information in the listening 
passage adds to or 
answers information from 
the reading passage.)

3 minutes 1-2 minutes 150-225 
words

20 minutes

Question 2: 
Independent 
Writing— 
Experience 
and 
Knowledge

Write about your opinion 
on a specific issue, using 
your experience and 
knowledge to provide 
reasons and examples to 
support your opinion.

none none 300 words 30 minutes
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Because these tasks are different, there are different strategies for each task. The following 
strategies can help you on the integrated task in the Writing section.

STRATEGIES FOR THE INTEGRATED WRITING TASK
1. Be familiar with the directions. The directions on every test are the same, so it is not 

necessary to spend time reading the directions carefully when you take the test. You 
should be completely familiar with the directions before the day of the test. You can 
use the time given for the directions to prepare charts for taking notes or you can 
click on iContinuel to dismiss the directions and use your time on the passages and 
questions.

2. Do not worry if the material in the integrated task is on a topic that is not familiar 
to you. All of the information that you need to write your response is included in the 
passage. You do not need any special background knowledge to answer the questions.

3. Read the reading passage carefully. You will have only a limited amount of time to 
read the passage.

4. Take brief notes as you read the passage. You should focus on the three main points 
and key supporting material. Do not try to write down everything you read. Do not 
write down too many unnecessary details.

5. Listen carefully to the passage. You will hear the passage one time only. You are not 
allowed to hear the passage again.

6. Take brief notes as you listen to the lecture. You should focus on the three main 
points and key supporting material. Do not try to write down everything you hear. Do 
not write down too many unnecessary details.

7. Organize your response very clearly. You should have an overall topic statement that 
shows the relationship between the reading passage and the listening passage. You 
should also have paragraphs that address how each point from the listening passage 
relates to each point of the reading passage.

8. Use transitions to make your response cohesive. Your essay is easier to read and 
understand if you show how the ideas in your response are related.

9. Use only vocabulary, sentence structures, and grammatical points that you know and 
are comfortable with. This is not the best time to try out new words, structures, or 
grammar points.

10. Monitor the time carefully on the title bar of the computer screen. The title bar 
indicates how much time you have to complete your response.

11. Finish writing your response a few minutes early so that you have time to edit what 
you wrote You should spend the last three to five minutes checking your response for 
problems in sentence structure and grammatical errors.

"" Rl - -- - - ,L ■ J i ■ ■.
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The following strategies can help you on the independent task in the Writing section.

STRATEGIES FOR THE INDEPENDENT WRITING TASK
1. Be familiar with the directions. The directions on every test are the same, so it is not 

necessary to spend time reading the directions carefully when you take the test. You 
should be completely familiar with the directions before the day of the test. You can 
use the time given for the directions to prepare charts for taking notes or you can 
click on [Continue to dismiss the directions and use your time on the passages and 
questions.

2. Read the question carefully, and answer the question exactly as it is asked. Take some 
time at the beginning of the task to be sure that you understand the question and 
what the question is asking you to do.

3. Organize your response very clearly. You should think of having an introduction, body 
paragraphs that develop the introduction, and a conclusion to end your essay.

4. Use transitions to make your essay cohesive. Your essay is easier to read and 
understand if you show how the ideas in your essay are related.

5. Whenever you make a general statement, be sure to support that statement. You can 
use examples, reasons, facts, or personal information to support any general statement.

6. Use only vocabulary, sentence structures, and grammatical points that you know and 
are comfortable with. This is not the best time to try out new words, structures, or 
grammar points.

7. Monitor the time carefully on the title bar of the computer screen. The title bar 
indicates how much time you have to complete your essay.

8. Finish writing your essay a few minutes early so that you have time to edit what 
you wrote. You should spend the last three to five minutes checking your essay for 
problems in sentence structure and grammatical errors.
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WRITING SKILLS
The following skills will help you to implement these strategies in the Writing section of the 
TOEFL iBT® test.

WRITING QUESTION 1: INTEGRATED TASK

Writing Skill 1: NOTE THE MAIN POINTS AS YOU READ
In the integrated task in the Writing section of the TOEFL iBT® test, you will have to read an 
academic passage as part of the task. It is important for you to be able to read an academic 
passage of around 300 words in a short period of time. Look at an example of a reading pas
sage that is part of an integrated writing task on fracking.

Example Reading Passage 1A
Hydraulic fracturing, known as “fracking,” is a relatively new drilling technology for 

extracting natural gas from shale rock deep underground. The process involves injecting 
a mix of sand, chemicals, and water into a well at high pressure in order to break up 
underground shale rock to release natural gas. This promising innovation, which has led to 
a shale gas boom, has yielded economic benefits, been proved safe, and contributed to a 
bright energy future for the United States, with its vast supplies of shale.

The economic gains from fracking are already clear. Increased domestic production 
has caused the price of natural gas to decline by nearly 50 percent and kept prices low for 
American consumers, who get 24 percent of their electricity from natural gas. The natural 
gas boom aiso delivers enormous economic opportunities to states in the form of jobs and 
large infusions of dollars into the economy.

Fortunately, the fracking process is perfectly safe. Studies show that shale from the 
large Marcellus formation in Pennsylvania does not negatively affect private water wells 
or increase radioactivity in rivers. Neither do the chemicals used in fracking affect the 
groundwater, so the water remains safe to drink. The air around several drilling sites 
was tested, with no major health threats reported. Moreover, since fracking produces 
half the carbon dioxide and under a third of the nitrogen oxides of coal, it is safe for the 
environment.

While wind, solar and other energies generate much excitement, they generate 
very little energy. Wind accounts for only 2 percent and solar 0.03 percent of the power 
Americans use, with 49 percent coming from coal, the “dirtiest” energy source. The power 
generated from the Marcellus Shale alone is equivalent to over 60,000 wind turbines or 25 
coal-fired power plants. Fracking is the wave of the future.

As you read the passage, you should take notes on the topic 
and main points of the reading passage. Look at these notes 
on the topic and main points of the reading passage on 
fracking. Notice that the notes for the reading passage are 
on the left side, with space on the right side for notes on 
the listening passage, which you will hear directly after the 
reading passage.

You can type your notes directly 
on the answer screen for the 
integrated writing task and then, fill 
them in as you type your answer.
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NOTES:

Reading (Read): Listening (Listen):
Top: Fracking- get nat'gas + + +

MPS
— + econ +

T natr'L gas prod'n -»4- prces
T jobs § T 4 to states

— safe:
X affect drinking HaO or rivers
< coa ctwpd to coal—cleaner for env't

— Lots of pw'r (cntpd to wind/solar) -*the future

These notes show that the topic of the reading passage is the benefits of fracking, which is 
defined as a method of getting natural gas from under the ground. The main points about 
fracking are that it has yielded economic gains, that it is a safe technology, and that it pro
vides a lot of power.

Now look at another example of a reading passage that is part of an integrated writing task 
on emotions.

Example Reading Passage 1B
Scientists have reached a broad consensus that emotions are genetically hardwired into 

all human beings. In the 1870s, renowned biologist Charles Darwin theorized that emotions 
are a product of natural selection. According to Darwin, our ancestors developed emotions 
as an evolutionary tool to respond to challenges to the species. Since then, research in the 
field of affective science has enhanced our understanding of both emotional experience 
and the recognition of emotion. Researchers in affective science, the interdisciplinary field 
that includes the behavioral, biological, and social sciences have corroborated Darwin’s 
hypothesis. They have concluded that emotions are a species-wide evolutionary adaptation 
and that they are innate rather than learned.

Despite tremendous cultural variation, individuals from every corner of the world 
seem to share the same core emotions. Researchers in affective science have found 
that numerous basic emotions, such as happiness, anger, fear and sadness, are shared 
by all humans, regardless of geography or cultural diversity. Many affective scientists 
also consider embarrassment, guilt, love, pride, and other emotions to be universal. This 
universality is one factor that has led to the conclusion that emotions must be innate.

Not only do people all around the world share the same emotions, but they use the 
same facial expressions to show these emotions, and they can recognize this expression in 
other people from widely divergent cultures. Even the vocalization, or sound, of emotions 
seems to be global. Researchers from the University of London studied people from 
Britain and from remote traditional villages of northern Namibia in Africa. Participants from 
these very dissimilar cultures could easily identify the other group’s emotions when they 
listened to the sounds of their laughter and crying. It is likely that specific facial muscle 
structures have evolved to allow individuals to produce universally recognizable emotional 
expressions.

As you read the passage, you should take notes on the topic and main points of the reading 
passage. Look at the notes on the following page on the topic and main points of the reading 
passage about emotions.
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NOTES:

Read: Listen:

Top: ekkiotims (es) T&p:
MPS: MPS:

—Es = urvlvs'L/lwwate (r>arwlw § resrch by Aff. —
■Scl-tists)

—Sflkwz Es-all cultures iw wrld —

—So rue way to exprss Es all over (fac'l exp'w § 
vocallz'w)

Rsrch: Pple frw. Krlt § Afr. uwdstwd laugh/cry

These notes show that the topic of the reading passage is emotions. The main points about 
the topic are that emotions are universal and innate, according to Darwin and research by 
affective scientists; that the same emotions exist in all cultures worldwide; and that people all 
over use the same ways to express emotions, such as facial expressions and vocalizations. A 
supporting detail for the last main point is that research shows that people from Great Britain 
and Africa could understand each other's emotions through their laughter and crying.

The following chart outlines the key information for dealing with the reading passage in the 
integrated writing task.

NOTE THE TOPIC AND MAIN POINTS IN THE READING PASSAGE

TOPIC Listen carefully and make sure that you understand and take notes on the 
topic of the reading passage. Note the key words and general ideas that 
define the topic.

MAIN POINTS Then focus on the three main points that are used to support the topic of 
the reading passage. Take brief notes using symbols and abbreviations. 
Don't worry about writing down small details or examples. Leave a blank 
column on the opposite side of your reading notes for the listening notes 
you will need to take when you hear the listening passage.

WRITING EXERCISE 1: Read each of the passages, and note the topic and the main points 
that are used to support each topic.

1. Read the passage. Take notes on the topic and main points of the reading passage.

Homeschooling is becoming more and more popular in the United States and the 
number of students being homeschooled is higher than ever before. However, this move 
toward homeschooling does not seem to be best for the children involved. For one thing, 
children in homeschools will not learn as much as children in traditional schools. This is 
because traditional schools demand that students learn a huge amount of material to 
pass from grade to grade. Homeschools are generally not set up in such a way that they 
can demand that students master a certain amount of material before they pass on to a 
new level. For another, children in homeschools do not have much social interaction with 
other children; they do not have a classroom full of students to interact with, as children 
in traditional schools most certainly do. Furthermore, these children generally have only 
a parent and perhaps a few siblings to interact with on a regular basis. This can hinder 
their social development and make it difficult for them to interact with their peers in 
other settings. Finally, traditional schools offer a wide variety of subjects, more subjects 
than it is possible to offer in a homeschool, including special classes like music, art, and 
physical education. Therefore, homeschooled children will not have the established and 
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wide-ranging curriculum that is available in traditional schools. In the end, homeschooling 
may leave many children with future disadvantages when they must compete for jobs and 
interact in work environments with others who have received a traditional education and 
long exposure to various social settings.

Read: Listen:

Top: Top:

MPS: MPS:

— —

— —

— —

2. Read the passage. Take notes on the topic and main points of the reading passage.

More and more schools are eliminating mandatory physical education, and this trend 
should continue due to the validity of parental oppositions. Every year, a growing number 
of parents become upset that their children are being required to participate in physical 
education classes at school. They feel that children should not be forced to take a physical 
education class if they do not want to. Many feel their children are individuals who should 
be able to make their own decisions about their bodies and not be required by school 
officials or a curriculum to engage in physical activities. They feel children should make 
their own decisions, because, for example, some want to avoid uncomfortable situations if 
they are self-conscious about their bodies or suffer from stress because they are nervous 
about physical performance. Those who oppose the physical education requirement also 
think it distracts from other, more purely educational pursuits, such as math, science, or 
literature. It is argued that students often know from a young age, what kind of job they 
want later, and therefore, if children take classes in their chosen area of interest, it is more 
beneficial than compelling them to take a physical education class. Lastly, these parents 
feel that required physical education courses expose their children to unnecessary and 
potentially expensive injuries that may result in long-term or permanent damage.

Read: Listen:

■Rip: Top:

MPs: MPS:

— —

— —

— —

3. Read the passage. Take notes on the topic and main points of the reading passage.

With the rise of Internet blogs and 24-hour news cycles, the traditional, printed 
newspaper is becoming obsolete. People, especially younger generations, prefer to access 
information on a need-to-know basis instead of consuming the news that a company has 
decided to include in its daily edition. Today’s consumers obtain the news topics that they 
desire from multiple online sources. For example, a reader may visit a financial site for the 
latest stock market numbers and then go to a local site for information about their town’s 
budget meeting. In addition, due to the immediacy of accessing information, newspapers 
can no longer keep up with the latest details of a story. They are often out-dated by the 
time they are published. Finally, as the readership shifts from print to online information 
sources, so does the advertising revenue. Instead of advertisers buying large ad spaces in 
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the paper, they use social media promotions and targeted sites to attract customers. This 
has resulted in a major decline in revenue for newspapers. Consequently, many papers in 
smaller markets have already folded, and many papers in larger markets have decreased to 
approximately half the size they were in their heyday.

Read: Listen:

Top: T&p:

MPS: MPS:

- —

— —

— —

Writing Skill 2: NOTE THE MAIN POINTS AS YOU LISTEN

For the integrated task in the Writing section of the TOEFL iBT® test, you will have to listen 
to an academic passage as part of the task. In this part of the integrated task, it is important 
for you to be able to listen to an academic passage of approximately 2 minutes and take 
notes on the main points of the listening passage as you listen.

Look at and listen to the following example of a listening passage that is part of the inte
grated writing task on fracking.

149
Example Listening Passage 1A^»)

(professor) Fracking sounds like the greatest innovation since the Internet, doesn't it!? Well, 
I'm afraid the reading is rather one-sided. Fracking is extremely controversial, and 
justifiably so.

It has many negative aspects. The economic benefits have certainly been enjoyed 
by the fracking industry, but the states ... well, they've paid a tremendous price. 
Floods of new workers have poured into states with shale sites. This has caused 
housing prices to skyrocket, so average young families can no longer afford homes 
in their own communities. Local governments have had to spend more on services, 
like police, trash collection, and schools. And the burden of treating health problems 
associated with fracking also falls to the states, which ... umm ... leads to the 
safety issue.
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The industry has spent many millions of dollars trying to persuade people that 
fracking is safe. But the process is inherently unsafe. The liquid injected into the 
ground contains many known cancer-causing substances, such as uranium, radium, 
and methane. These toxins leach out, contaminating groundwater. Methane levels 
tested at some sites were 17 times higher than elsewhere. Also, the waste fluid left 
in pits to evaporate contaminates the air. There have been thousands of cases of 
respiratory illness and other health problems .. . and we haven't even begun to see the 
long-term effects. Scientists also say that the increased earthquake activity around 
drilling sites is due to fracking.

While it's true that natural gas now provides significantly more power than 
alternative energies, remember: wind and solar are still very "young." Naturally, 
at this stage, they are less efficient. If the government invested as much money in 
them as it has in natural gas, solar and wind could compete fairly. There may be 
no choice; scientists now believe that America's natural gas reserves were greatly 
overestimated. They warn that there may be only 23 years' worth of gas left 
nationwide. Clean and safe renewable energies represent the best hope for the 
long term.

Look at these notes on the topic and main points of the listening passage on fracking.

NOTES:

Read: Listen:

Top; Frac, tel ng - get nat'gas + + + F: - x benfcL, negtv

MPs MPS
— + econ + —x econ bens

T natr'L gas prod'n -* 1 prces only indstr benfts: x states
T jobs § T 4 to states t Lots Wrters to sts~>hsg prices T X affrd 

Loc'L govts: 14: police, schis, trsh, hlth probs

— safe: —x safe:
X affect drinteing t+2o or rivers Liq: cncr-csing toxins (uran'm,meth,rad'wi) -»
< C.O2 cmpd to coaL-cieaner for env't grndt+2o § evaps into air^iLLness. Future? Long

term?
T Frthqtes

— Lots of pw'r (cnipd to wind/solar)-*the fixture —nat'L gs>pwr than sol/wnd. B/c new. <govt: shld 
invest =4—>falr comp'n
X Lots resrces—only enuffor 23 yrs? 
Renw'bie enrg for future + + +

These notes show that the topic of the listening passage is that fracking is not beneficial 
and is controversial and negative. The main points about fracking are that it has not yielded 
economic gains to states, only to the industry; that it is not a safe technology; and that 
although natural gas provides more power at the present time, it is only because solar and 
wind power are new. Also, the supply is depleting and renewable energy is necessary for 
the future.

Now look at and listen to another example of a listening passage that is part of the inte
grated writing task on emotions.
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(professor) I'm afraid that the reading exaggerates the so-called consensus that emotions are 
an evolutionary adaptation and therefore innate. Many affective scientists support a 
different perspective—that emotions are socially constructed and vary in important 
ways across cultural boundaries.

Substantial evidence exists that many basic emotions are culturally specific. 
Let's consider two emotions represented by the Japanese words oime, a feeling of 
indebtedness and fureai, which refers to a feeling of connectedness to others. These 
emotions of interdependency and connectedness felt by Japanese people do not 
have parallels in the west. This makes sense, though. Since Japanese culture strongly 
values the collective, or group, individuals raised in the culture feel—and need 
words for—the emotions oime and fureai. Since Western cultures tend to focus more 
on the individual, they do not name or experience these emotions in the same way.

Finally, let's consider the claim that people, no matter how diverse their cultures 
may be, use the same facial expressions and vocalizations to express emotions. The 
problem was that the study described in the reading was too narrow. Researchers 
looked only at happiness and sadness. But... what about other emotions, such as 
guilt and love? These emotions have not been studied . .. and for good reason: they 
have no clear outward facial expression or vocalization. Without any identifiable 
expression, these emotions cannot be studied, so the claim of universality cannot be 
proved. Finally, even emotions that are thought to be both universal and observable 
actually differ from culture to culture. Take, for example, anger. The Inuit or Eskimo 
people of the Arctic almost never show outward signs of anger. An aggressive 
response would be too risky in this small culture living closely together in harsh 
conditions.
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Look at these notes on the topic and main points of the listening passage on emotions.

NOTES:

Read: Listen:

Top: emotlows (Es) 
MPS:

Top: Es X im/iate
MPS:

—Es = uwivs'l/lwkiate (r>arwlw § resrch by Aff 
Sci.-ti.sts)

— C-owsewsus exag'd

Other persp've;E's soc'ly constructed—varij across 
cult's

—same Es—all cultures lw wrld —X!
Ex:japaw: wrds/feellxgs—irvterdepce/cowwctdwss, 
but uot Iia. west
b/c dif values:J=collctv v. W=iwdvdl

—same way to exprss Es all over (fact exp'w § 
vocallz'w)

— Prob w/study—Iwcl'd owly 2 Es

Rsrch: Pple frm Brit § Afr. uwdstwd laugh/cry other Es. e.g., guilt/love—m outward -fac'l 
exprs'ws“»cau,'t study->cawt prove uwvs'l 
Auvger— Esle pple-x show
b/c small cult/llve close/harsh cond'ws

These notes indicate that the topic of the listening passage is emotions are not innate. The 
main points challenge the main points in the reading passage. First, the broad consensus of 
scientists believing that emotions are innate is exaggerated, and there are aspects of emotion 
that are socially constructed and vary across cultures; Second, emotions are not expressed 
the same in all cultures. Japan's emotions of interdependence and connectedness have no 
parallels in the west. Third, there are problems with the study that found facial expressions 
and vocalizations universal. Only two emotions were investigated, and without other emo
tions such as guilt and love, the study's conclusion cannot be proven.

The following chart outlines the key information for dealing with the listening passage in the 
integrated writing task.

TOPIC Listen carefully and make sure that you understand and take notes on the 
topic of the listening passage. Note the key words and general ideas that 
define the topic.

MAIN POINTS On the opposite side of your notes for the reading passage, take 
abbreviated notes on the three main points that are used to support the 
topic of the listening passage. Make sure to notice important ideas that 
support the topic. You don't need to focus on the small examples and 
details.
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WRITING EXERCISE 2: Listen to each of the following passages, and note the topic and the 
main points that are used to support the topic.

1 Listen to the passage. Take notes on the topic and main points of the listening passage. 
Before you listen, copy your notes for the reading passage on the same topic in the space 
provided below. Or take notes about the listening next to your notes for the reading pas
sage on the previous pages.

Read: Listen:
Top:

MPS:

Listen to the passage. Take notes on the topic and main points of the listening passage. 
Before you listen, copy your notes for the reading passage on the same topic in the space 
provided below. Or take notes about the listening next to your notes for the reading pas-
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3. Listen to the passage. Take notes on the topic and main points of the listening passage. 
Before you listen, copy your notes for the reading passage on the same topic in the space 
provided below. Or take notes about the listening next to your notes for the reading pas
sage on the previous pages.

153
Newspapers ^»)

Read: Listen:
Top:

MPS:

Writing Skill 3: PLAN A POINT-BY-POINT RESPONSE USING YOUR NOTES
After you have noted the topic and main points of both the reading and the listening pas
sages in the integrated writing task, you need to read the question carefully and then, plan 
your response within the 20 minutes allowed for both planning and typing your response.

The question will ask about the relationship between the main points of the reading pas
sage and the main points of the listening passage. The question will most likely ask how 
the information in the listening passage answers problems raised in the reading, casts doubt on, 
opposes, or challenges points in the reading, or supports or strengthens points in the reading. A 
listening passage may cast doubt on the reading passage by providing arguments against 
the information in the reading. On the other hand, occasionally, a listening passage may 
strengthen a point by providing additional examples.

An efficient way to plan your response is to use an outline format that you can fill in using 
your notes. Or, if you have already typed your notes on the computer answer screen, you 
can simply organize them into an outline by cutting and pasting. The following page shows 
what one possible outline for a point-by-point essay might look like.
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GENERAL OUTLINE:

I. Topic Statement: Point out that the lecture in the listening passage challenges, casts 
doubt on, or opposes points in the reading passage. In some cases, you might have to 
mention that the lecture adds to or supports the reading passage.

II. Paragraph 1: Discuss the first main point from the listening lecture and how it relates to 
the first main point from the reading passage.

III. Paragraph 2: Explain how the second main point from the listening lecture relates to the 
second main point from the reading passage.

IV. Paragraph 3: Show how the third main point from the listening lecture relates to the 
third main point from the reading passage.

V. Conclusion: If time allows, summarize the essay. (See Writing Skill 6, p. 346 for more 
information on writing a conclusion.)

Now look at the following example of a question in the integrated writing task on fracking.

Example Question 1A

Summarize the points made in the lecture, being sure to explain how they 
challenge specific arguments raised in the reading.

You can see that the question is asking you to show how the information in the listening 
passage challenges the arguments raised in the reading passage.

To prepare a plan for your response, you should look at the notes you have taken on the 
reading and the listening passages. You should then think about how the ideas in the two 
passages are related. Look at the notes and plan for the response on fracking.

NOTES (Example Question 1A):

Read: Listen:

Top: Frackiug- get uat'gas + + + F: x beufcl, uegtv

MPS
—F ecou, +
T uvatrl gas prodctu, -»-* prces 
? jobs § T 4 to states

MPS
—X ecou, bufts
CMly in-dstr brvfts: X states
t Lots Wrters to sts“*hsug prices Tx affrd 
Loci govts; 14: police, schls, trsh, hlth probs

— safe:
X affect drlixfelixg H2O or rivers
< C-O2 crvtpd to coal-clixr for euvvrrut

—X safe:
Lig: cixcr-csiug toxiu-s (uraunx, nxetbu,, radrvi) 

grud h2o § evaps luto air^illues, future?
loug-terru?
t Frthgtes

— Lots of pwr (crxpd to wlud/solarj-^the future —vvatl gs>pwr than, sol/wud. K/c uew. <s,ovt: 
shld invest =4->fair corup'u.
X lots resrces—only euuf for 23 yrs? 
Reu,wbl eurg for future + + +
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PLAN (Example Question 1A):

T&plc: Reading—Fracteing - get iaML gas + + +
Listening—x bewfcl, negtv

Use this part of your notes to state how the information in the listening passage challenges or 
opposes the topic in the reading passage, including a definition of the topic from the reading.
Paragraph 1: Listening— x econ, bnfts

Only indstr bnfts: X states
T Lots Wrhjrs to sts~*hsng pries T X affrd 
Loci govts: T 4: police, schls, trsh, hlth probs 

Reading—I- econ. +
f natrl gas prodetn, -* Tprlcs
T jobs § T 4to states

Use this part of your notes to begin the body of your answer by relating the first main point 
in the listening passage to the first main point in the reading passage.
Paragraph 2: Listening—X safe

Llq: cncr-csing toxins (uranm, met bn, radm) -* gmd H2O § evaps into 
air-*illness,future? long-term?
t Erthgks

Reading—safe
X affect drlnteing H2O or rivers
< CO2 empd to c,oal-cliM -for envt

Use this part of your notes to continue the body of your answer by relating the second main 
point in the listening passage to the second main point in the reading passage.
Paragraph 3: Listening—natl gs> pwr than sol/wnd K/c new

Ljovt: shld invest =4- > fair cornp'n
X lots resrcs—onltj eMcf-for 23 yrs?
Renwbl enrg for future 4- + +

Reading—Lots of pwr (ernpd to wind/solar)-»the future

Use this part of your notes to end the body of your answer by relating the third main point in 
the listening passage to the third main point in the reading passage, including the conclusion 
indicated in the listening passage.

From this plan, you can see that the ideas in the reading passage and the ideas in the lis
tening passage are related. The plan shows that the reading passage describes a technique 
(fracking) used to acquire natural gas, and the benefits of using this method. The listening 
passage challenges the ideas in the reading passage by opposing the use of fracking and 
providing negative aspects of the technique.

Now look at another example of a question in the integrated writing task on emotions. In the 
example on the following page, the information in the listening passage casts doubt on the 
information in the reading passage.
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Example Question IB

Summarize the points made in the lecture, being sure to explain how 
they cast doubt on specific points made in the reading.

You can see that the question is asking you to show how the information in the listening 
passage helps to show that the information in the reading passage is not accurate.

To prepare a plan for your response, you should look at the notes you have taken on the 
reading passage and the notes you have taken on the listening passage. You should then 
look at how the ideas in the two passages are related.

Now look at the notes and plan for the response on emotions.

NOTES (Example Question IB):

Read: Listen:

TOp: emotions (es) innate
MPS:

— Es = univs'l/innate accrd 2 E>arwin§ rsrch by 
Aff Scintsts)

—same Es - all cultures in wrld

—same way to exprss Es all over (fac'l exp'n § 
vocaliz'n)

Rsrch: Pple frm Brit § Afr. undstnd laugh/cry

Top: ES X innate
MPS:

— Consensus exag'd

other persp've: E'ssoc'Ly cou.structed—vary across 
cult's

-X!
Ex:japan:wrds/feelings—interdepce/connctdnss, 
but not in West
b/c dif values:J=collctv v. w=indvdl

— Prob w/study—incl'd only 2 Es

Other Es. e.g., guilt/love—no outward fac'l 
exprs'ns-* can't study-*can't prove unvs'l 
Anger— Este pple-X show
b/c small cult/llve close/harsh cond'ns
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PLAN (Example Question IB):

T&pio: Readtkvg—emotions (Es) Innate
Listtkuvvg—Es x innate

Use this part of your notes to state how the information in the listening passage addresses the 
problems of topic in the reading passage, including a definition of the topic from the reading.
Paragraph 1: Listening—Consensus exag'd

Other persp've: E's soc'ly constructed—vary across
Reading—Es = univs'L/innate accrd 2 tsarwin § rsrch by Aff. Scintsts)

Use this part of your notes to begin the body of your answer by relating the first main point 
in the listening passage to the first main point in the reading passage.
Paragraph 2: Listening—X same Es - all cultures in wrld!(Ex:japan:wrds/feelings—intrdpndnc/ 

connctdnss, but X in West, b/c dif values:J=collctv v. W=indvdl)

Reading—same Es - all cultures in wrld -»

Use this part of your notes to continue the body of your answer by relating the second main 
point in the listening passage to the second main point in the reading passage.
Paragraph 3: Listening—Prob w/study—incl'd only 2 Es

other Es. eg., guilt/love—no outward -fact exprs'ns -* can't study -» 
can't prove unvs'l
Anger—Este pple-X showb/c small cult/live close/harsh cond'n 

Reading—same way to exprss Es all over (-fact exp'n § vocaliz'n) Rsrch: Pple frm Krit
§ Afr. undstnd laugh/cry

Use this part of your notes to end the body of your answer by relating the third main point in 
the listening passage to the third main point in the reading passage, including the conclusion 
indicated in the listening passage.

From this plan, you can see that the ideas in the reading passage and the ideas in the listen
ing passage are related. The plan shows that the reading passage describes similarities in 
emotions from culture to culture and the listening passage describes situations when emo
tions differ from culture to culture. The listening passage casts doubt on the conclusion in 
the reading passage by showing that emotions are not innate or universal.

The chart on the following page outlines the key information you should use for creating a 
plan from your notes before you write your response to the integrated writing task.
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PLAN A POINT-BY-POINT RESPONSE

CHALLENGING, 
OPPOSING, OR 
CASTING DOUBT 
ON THE READING 
PASSAGE

The question may ask how the listening passage shows that the reading 
passage may not be accurate. This type of question may be worded in the 
following ways:
Summarize the points made in the lecture, being sure to specifically 
explain how they cast doubt on specific points made in the reading 
passage.
Summarize the points made in the lecture, being sure to specifically 
explain how they challenge/oppose specific claims/arguments made in the 
reading passage.

DISCUSSING 
PROBLEMS IN THE 
READING PASSAGE

The question may ask how the listening passage solves, addresses, or 
answers the problems in the reading passage. This type of question may 
be worded in the following way:
Summarize the points made in the lecture, being sure to specifically 
explain how they answer the specific problems presented/raised in the 
reading passage.

SUPPORTING OR 
STRENGTHENING 
THE READING 
PASSAGE

The question may ask what the listening passage strengthens or supports 
in the reading passage. This type of question is less common than the 
other types of questions. It may be worded in the following ways: 
Summarize the points made in the lecture, being sure to specifically 
explain how they support the explanations in the reading passage. 
Summarize the points made in the lecture, being sure to specifically 
explain how they strengthen specific points made in the reading passage.

WRITING EXERCISE 3: Look at the notes that you prepared for the reading passages in 
Writing Exercise 1 (pp. 328-330) and the listening passages in Writing Exercise 2 (pp. 334- 
335). Read the question for each task. Then, on a separate piece of paper, prepare a plan for 
your response.

1. Homeschooling: Summarize the points made in the lecture, being sure to specifically 
explain how they challenge specific arguments made in the reading passage.

2. Physical Education: Summarize the points made in the lecture, being sure to specifically 
explain how they oppose the points presented in the reading passage.

3. Newspapers: Summarize the points made in the lecture, being sure to specifically explain 
how they cast doubt on specific points made in the reading passage.

Writing Skill 4: WRITE A POINT-BY-POINT RESPONSE USING YOUR PLAN
After you have planned your response, you should begin writing your response using the 
point-by-point structure. Your response should begin with an overall topic statement that 
shows how the information in the reading passage and the information in the listening pas
sage are related. The essay will also contain three body paragraphs, each focusing on one 
main point from the listening passage and one main point from the reading passage and 
explaining how they are related. Look at the parts of the plan from the integrated writing 
task on fracking (Example Question 1A) and then, how they are used to write a sample topic 
statement and three sample body paragraphs.
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Example Question 1A

Plfln T&pic statement (see Writing Skill 6, p. 346): Fracking - get natl gas + + +; x benfcl, negtv

sample 7&pic statement: ike reading passage describes fracking av^d discusses several benefits, 
whereas the Lecture challenges these benefits and apposes this practice.

Plan Paragraph 1: Listening =X econ bnfts
Only Indstr bnfts: X states
Lots T Wrkrs to sts~*hsng pries t X affrd 
Loci govts: T 4: pollwi schls, trsh, hlth probs

Reading = + econ +
1“ natrl gas prodetn. -»J< pries
1* jobs § T 4 to states

sample Paragraph 1: while the gas Industry has benefited economically from fracking, according 
to the speaker, the states have not. because the Industry has attracted so many new workers, housing 
prices have risen so sharply that people can't afford to buy homes. Moreover local governments have to 
shoulder the cost of the additional law enforcement, education and other services needed, as well as the 
cost of treating fracking-related Illnesses. "This Information contradicts the reading's assertion that 
fractelng has benefited local economies.

Plan paragraph 2: Listening — x safe
Liq: cncr-cslng toxins (uranm,methn,radm) -* grnd H2O§ 
evaps Into air-*Illness,future? long-term?
t Erthqks

Reading = safe
X affect drinking H2O or rivers
< C-o2 empd to coal-clnr for envt

sample Paragraph 2: The reading's claim about safety Is also refuted by the Lecturer who mentions 
the cancer-causing substances contained In the fracking liquid Injected Into the ground. These toxins 
can escape Into the groundwater and evaporate Into the air. As a result, people have become III, and she 
worries about the potential Long-term effects.

Plan Paragraph 3: Listening = natl gs>pwr than sol/wnd K/c new
<tjovt: shld Invest =4—>falr comp'n 
X lots resres—only enuf for23 yrs?

Renwbl enrg for future + + +

Reading = Lots of pwr (empd to wlnd/solar)-»the future

sample Paragraph 3: The speaker acknowledges that the U.S. produces far more power from natural 
gas than from solar or wind. However, she thinks that this is only because these alternative energies are 
still new and that if the government Invested as heavily in them as it has in the gas industry, they 
would be competitive. Kecause of all the drawbacks of fracking and because natural gas resources are 
not as abundant as once thought, the speaker believes that renewable energies are the best option.

Now look at the parts of the plan from the integrated writing task on emotions (Example 
Question IB). As you study this information, you should think about writing three body 
paragraphs. Each of the three paragraphs should focus on the information in the reading 
passage about how cultures are similar and the ways they are different as discussed in the 
lecture. Each main point in the listening notes should be a paragraph in the essay.
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Example Question IB

plan. TOplt stotemekvt (see Writing Skill 6, p. 346): emotions (5s) Iwuate; Es x Iwuate 
sample irrpic statement: The readluvg explains that humaws all over the world are biologically 
programmed to experience and express emotions the same way because emotions are universal and 
innate. However, the lecture casts doubt on this view.

Plan Paragraph ±: Listening = Consensus exag'd
Reading = Es = univs'l/innate accrd 2 Mrwin § rsrch by Aff Scintsts) 

sample Paragraph 1: The speaker says that the reading overstates Its position, that *a broad consensus’ 
of scientists agree emotions are Innate and universal. He states that many affective scientists have 
a very different perspective; they believe that emotions are learned, and that they vary from culture to 
culture.

Plan Paragraph 2: Listening =x same Es - all cultures In wrld! (Ex:japan:wrds/feelings— 
intrdpndnc/connctdnss, but x in West, b/c dif values:J=collctv v. 
W=indvdl)

Reading = same Es -all cultures in wrld
sample Paragraph 2: The lecturer also refutes the reading's claim that people worldwide feel the same 
emotions. He gives the example ofjapanese words for feeling indebted to and connected to others. These 
emotions, both related to interdependence, exist injapan because the culture prizes the group. They do 
not exist in western cultures, which focus more on the individual.

Plan Paragraph 3: Listening = — Prob w/study—incl'd only 2 Es
other Es. e.g., gullt/love—no outward fact exprs'ns~»can't study 
can't prove unvs'l
Anger—Esk pple-x show b/c small cult/live close/harsh cond'n 

Reading =same way to exprss Es all over (fac'l exp'n vocallz'n) Rsrch: 
Pple frm Brit § /rfr. undstnd laugh/cry

sample Paragraph 3: Finally, the speaker is not convinced that people in different cultures show 
emotion in the same way. He guestions the findings of the 'Britain-Namibia study because it looked 
only at happiness and sadness. Emotions like guilt or love have not been studied because they are not 
outwardly visible. Therefore, there is no proof that these emotions are expressed the same globally. The 
lecturer discusses the Eskimo people, who do not even show anger; much less in the same way that other 
cultures do.

You should notice again that each paragraph contains one main point from the reading and 
one main point from the listening and shows how the points are related. Each includes ter
minology from Example Question IB.

The following chart outlines key information you should remember about planning before 
you write a point-by-point essay.

WRITE A POINT-BY-POINT ESSAY USING YOUR PLAN

OUTLINE There are five paragraphs in an outline for a point-by-point essay: a 
short topic statement paragraph, three paragraphs each detailing a main 
point from the lecture and its related point from the reading, and a short 
conclusion paragraph.

TERMINOLOGY Be sure to include the terminology, casts doubt on, challenges, opposes, 
addresses, supports, strengthens, answers, or solves from the question in 
the body of your essay.
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WRITING EXERCISE 4: Look at the notes and plan that you prepared for the integrated 
writing tasks in Writing Exercise 3. Then, on a separate piece of paper, write three body 
paragraphs for each of the topics from page 340.

1. Homeschooling

Paragraph 1

Paragraph 2

Paragraph 3

2. Physical Education

Paragraph 1

Paragraph 2

Paragraph 3

3. Newspapers

Paragraph 1

Paragraph 2

Paragraph 3

Writing Skill 5: USE AN ALTERNATIVE METHOD TO WRITE YOUR 
RESPONSE: BLOCK METHOD
Another method you can choose for planning your response to the integrated writing task 
is the block method. Instead of using the point-by-point method of combining a main point 
from the listening passage with the related main point from the reading passage in the same 
paragraph, the block method uses one paragraph for the main points from the listening and 
then, a new paragraph following it for the related points from the reading passage. Although 
the previous point-by-point method is the preferred method, the block method is a good 
way for you to practice and improve your comprehension if you are not yet at a high enough 
level to use the point-by-point method comfortably.

A possible outline for a block method essay might look like this:

GENERAL OUTLINE:

I. Topic Statement: Include information about the topics of each of the passages and about 
how the two passages are related.

II. Paragraph 1: Briefly discuss the three main points from the reading passage.

III. Paragraph 2: Discuss the three main points from the listening lecture, and how they 
address or answer the points in the reading passage.

IV. Conclusion: If time allows, summarize the essay. (See Writing Skill 6, p. 346 for more 
information on writing a conclusion.) W
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Look at the notes for the integrated writing task on emotions (Example Question IB). As you 
study this information, you should think about how the two passages are related.

NOTES (Example Question IB):

Read: Listen:

Top: ewiotlows (Es) iwwate 
MPs:

Top: Es x iwwate
MPS:

-Es = uwivsl/lwwate accrd 2 Tarwiw § rsrch by 
Affctv Sclwtsts)

— C-owsewsus exagrtd

Other prspctv: Es socly cwstrctd— vary acrss cults

-Sawie Es - all cultures tw wrld -X!
Ex:japaw:wrds/feelwgs—iwterdpwdwc/cowwctdwss, 
but wot iw west
b/c dif vals:J=collctv v. w=iwdvdl

-saw way to exprss Es all over (fact expw § 
VOCllZtw)

— Prob w/study—iwcld owly 2 Es

Rsrch: Pple frwi Krlt § Aft uwdstwd laugh/cry other Es, ex guilt/love—wo outwrd facl exprsws-* 
caw't study-* caw't prove uwvsl
Awger—Esk pple-x show
b/c sw.all cult/llve close/harsh cwdws

The notes show that the reading passage describes similarities in emotions from culture to 
culture that lead to the conclusion that emotions are universal and innate, and the listening 
passage describes situations when emotions differ from culture to culture. The listening pas
sage casts doubt on the conclusion in the reading passage by showing that emotions are not 
always similar from culture to culture, and therefore are learned, not innate.

Now look at a possible plan for the integrated writing Example Question IB using the block 
method.
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PLAN (Example Question IB):

Plakv 7?>pic. statevM** (see Writing Skill 6, p. 346): emotions (Es) ikvkvate,- Es x lwkvate 

sample T&pifi .statement: The readivcg explains that humans all over the world are biologically 
programmed to experience and express emotions the same way because emotions are universal and 
innate. However, the lecture casts doubt on this view.

Plan Paragraph 1: Reading = Es = univsl/innate accrd 2 Darwin. § rsrch by Affctv Scintsts; same 
Es -all cultures in wrld ; same way to exprss Es all over (facl expn § vocliztvc); Rsrch; Pple frm Brit § 
Afr. undstnd laugh/cry

sample paragraph 1: in the reading passage, the author discusses the idea that emotions are universal 
and innate, according to the research of Charles Darwin, and affective scientists. The reading points 
out that numerous emotions are shared by many cultures throughout the world. Because cultures have 
the same emotions, they are expressed in the same way, through -facial expressions and vocalizations. 
For example, people from threat Britain and from remote areas of Africa both understand each other's 
vocalizations for crying and laughter. From these facts, the author draws the conclusion that emotions 
are innate, rather than learvctd.

Plan Paragraph 2: Listening = Cwsevcsus exagrtd; other prspctV: Es socly cnstrctd—vary acrss cults; 
prob w/study—incld only 2 Es; other Es, ex guilt/Love— no outwrd facl exprsns“>can't study~>can't 
prove unvsl; Anger—EskppLe-X show b/c small cult/live close/harsh cndns

sample Paragraph 2: The listening passage casts doubt on the conclusion in the reading passage by 
stating that the con&tvcsus in the reading was greatly exaggerated. The lecturer explains that many 
other affective scientists believe that emotions are learMd. The lecturer also refutes the reading's claim 
that people worldwide feel the same emotions. He gives the example ofjapanese words for -feeling indebted 
to and connected to others. These emotions, both related to interdependence, exist injapan because the 
culture prizes the group. They do not exist in western cultures, which focus more on the individual. The 
lecturer points out that the study of British and Africa^ emotions was flawed, because it tested only 
two emotions. He cites research about certain Eskimo cultures and how they do not express anger, due to 
living in close and harsh conditions. These facts lead to the conclusion that emotions are learned arcd 
not intrinsic.

The following chart outlines the key information you should remember about using the 
block method to write your response.

USE AN ALTERNATIVE METHOD TO WRITE YOUR RESPONSE: BLOCK METHOD

OUTLINE There are three or four paragraphs in an outline for a block method essay: 
a short topic statement paragraph, one paragraph that briefly states the 
main points from the reading, one paragraph that details main points from 
the lecture and how they answer the points from the reading, and a short 
conclusion if time permits.

TERMINOLOGY Include the terminology, casts doubt on, challenges, opposes, supports, 
strengthens, addresses, answers, or solves from the question in the body 
of your essay.
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WRITING EXERCISE 5: Look at the notes that you prepared for the reading passages 
in Writing Exercise 1 (pp. 328-330) and the listening passages in Writing Exercise 2 (pp. 
334-335). Read the question for each task (p. 340). Then, on a separate piece of paper, write
block method paragraphs for the reading and lecture for each of the integrated writing tasks 
that you worked on in Writing Exercises 1-4.

1. Homeschooling A. paragraph on reading
B. paragraph on listening

2. Physical Education A. paragraph on reading
B. paragraph on listening

3. Newspapers A. paragraph on reading
B. paragraph on listening

Writing Skill 6: WRITE A TOPIC STATEMENT AND CONCLUSION

TOPIC STATEMENT
After you have planned your response, you should begin writing your response with an 
overall topic statement. Your topic statement should show how the information in the read
ing passage and the information in the listening passage are related. Include the terminology 
from the question such as casts doubt on, challenges, opposes, supports, strengthens, addresses, 
answers, or solves.

Look at the question and the information from the notes for the integrated writing task on 
fracking in Writing Skill 2.

Example Question 1A

Summarize the points made in the lecture, being sure to explain 
how they challenge specific arguments raised in the reading.

TOPIC- OF R.EAr>IN<s; PASSAGE: Fracteing — get natl gas + + +;

TOPIC, OF LISTENING PASSAGE: Fracking X benfcl

As you study this information, you should think about the question and about writing an 
overall topic statement that includes information about the topics of each of the passages 
and about how the listening passage addresses the points discussed in the reading passage.

Look at a possible topic statement for the integrated writing task on fracking in Writing Skill 2.

Topic statement

The reading passage describes fracking and discusses several benefits, 
whereas the lecture challenges these benefits and opposes this practice.

You should notice again that this topic statement does not include all the details about the 
topic and instead simply gives the overall idea. It also includes the terminology challenges 
from the question.
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Now look at the question and the information from the integrated writing task on emotions 
in Writing Skill 2.

Example Question 1B

Summarize the points made in the lecture, being sure to explain 
how they cast doubt on specific points made in the reading.

TOPIC- OF R.EAr>IN<q PASSAGE: (Es) Ikmate

TOPIC OF LISTENING PASSAGE: Es X IkVkiate

As you study this information, you should think about the question and about writing an 
overall topic statement that includes information about the topics of each of the passages and 
about how the listening passage casts doubt on the main points made in the reading passage.

Look at a possible topic statement for the integrated writing task on emotions.

Topic statement

The readlwg explains that huYvian-s all over the world are biologically programmed 
to experience and express emotions the same way because emotions are universal 
and innate. However, the lecture casts doubt on this view.

You should notice again that this topic statement does not include all the details about the 
topic and instead simply gives the overall idea.

The following chart outlines the key information you should use for planning your topic 
statement before you write your response for the integrated writing task.

WRITE A TOPIC STATEMENT

STATE THE 
RELATIONSHIP 
BETWEEN THE 
LISTENING 
PASSAGE AND THE 
READING PASSAGE

The topic statement should come at the beginning of your response. It 
should include a brief definition of the topic that is being discussed by 
both the listening passage and the reading passage. This topic statement 
should show how the topic of the reading passage and the topic of the 
listening passage are related.

USE TERMINOLOGY 
TO INDICATE THE 
RELATIONSHIP 
BETWEEN THE 
PASSAGES

Be sure to indicate the type of relationship between the ideas in the 
listening and reading. Mention whether the listening passage is casting 
doubt on, opposing, challenging points in the reading passage or 
answering problems in it or if the listening passage is supporting or 
strengthening the reading passage.

CONCLUSION
A conclusion is not necessary, but if time permits, you can include a short conclusion to 
summarize what you wrote. Make sure to keep track of your time. If you do not have time, 
do not write a conclusion.

However, if you do have time to write a conclusion, consider briefly summarizing the main 
points or paraphrasing (putting into different words) the topic statement.
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Note that you don't have to provide three supporting points and examples if it is not pos
sible for you to do so. The length of your essay is important, but it is more important that 
you respond directly to the topic and provide effective examples and support using good 
grammar, vocabulary, and structure.

The following chart outlines the types of outlines that you could use for the different 
prompts.

Category Outline

OPINION (OR 
AGREE/DISAGREE)

I. Introduction (state your opinion)
II. Give Reason 1

a. Offer support and examples
III. Give Reason 2

a. Offer support and examples
IV. Give Reason 3

a. Offer support and examples
V. Conclusion

PREFERENCE I. Introduction (state your preference)
II. Give Reason 1

a. Offer support and examples
III. Give Reason 2

a. Offer support and examples
IV. Give Reason 3

a. Offer support and examples
V. Conclusion

HYPOTHETICAL I. Introduction (state what you would do)
II. Give Reason 1

a. Offer support and examples
III. Give Reason 2

a. Offer support and examples
IV. Give Reason 3

a. Offer support and examples
V. Conclusion

EXPLAIN/ 
DESCRIBE

I. Introduction (state your idea)
||. Give Reason 1

a. Offer support and examples
III. Give Reason 2

a. Offer support and examples
IV. Give Reason 3

a. Offer support and examples
V. Conclusion

COMPARE/ 
CONTRAST/ 
ADVANTAGES/ 
DISADVANTAGES

|. Introduction (state how the items are similar or different; what is good 
or not good about the items)

||, Give Comparison/Contrast 1 OR Advantage/Disadvantage 1
a. Offer support and examples

III. Give Comparison/Contrast 2 OR Advantage/Disadvantage 2
a. Offer support and examples

IV. Give Comparison/Contrast 3 OR Advantage/Disadvantage 3
a. Offer support and examples

V. Conclusion
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Look at this sample outline for an essay answering the question about smartphones. Note 
the use of symbols and abbreviations to save time.

I. Your opinion—X destroy comm b/w -frnds £j ■fam.ily ppi comm 
wrldwd w/ + + •frequ.eizLcy

II. Reason 1—locate lost fruvds gdlstauvt family quick § get iuvfo re 
support/example a. big storm (elec § phouve x, but gervrl post orvlirte 
w/battery-powr laptop compixt)
Ex: irvfo re my uwcle

HI. Reason 2—shy ppi comm better orvlirve 
support/example a. ex introvert stdrvt help fr peer 4 assgrvru,rvt

IV. Reason 3—ppi actually talk ++ than, b4 
support/example a. easier £writ Lttrs gwait 4 mail

V. Conclusion—modern tech improve comm

WRITING EXERCISE 10: For each of the following writing prompts, on a separate piece of 
paper, create a brief outline for a response.

1. People have various ways of relieving stress. What do you think are some of the most 
effective ways that people can relieve stress? Use specific reasons and examples to sup
port your response.

2. What famous place would you like to visit? Use details and reasons to explain your 
response.

3. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement?

Actions speak louder than words.

Use specific reasons and examples to support your response.

4. Compare yourself today and yourself five years ago. In what ways are you the same or 
different? Use specific examples to support your response.

5. Some people prefer to play team sports, while others prefer to play individual sports. 
Discuss the advantages of each. Then indicate which you prefer and why. Use specific 
reasons and examples to support your response.

6. If you could change one thing about your school, what would you change? Use reasons 
and specific examples to support your answer.

7. Many people believe that the best teachers have specific characteristics. Discuss the char
acteristics that you think make a good teacher. Use reasons and examples to support your 
response.

8. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement?

Travel is important for personal development.

Use specific reasons and examples to support your response.
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9. It can be quite difficult to learn a new language. What do you think are the most dif
ficult aspects of learning a new language? Give reasons and examples to support your 
response.

10. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement?

The TOEFL iBT® test is a wonderful test!

Use reasons and examples to support your response.

Writing Skill 11: WRITE UNIFIED SUPPORTING PARAGRAPHS

A good way to begin writing effective supporting paragraphs for an independent writing 
task is to prepare, using your notes and outline carefully, but quickly, before you begin to 
write. Then, as you write, you should think about introducing 
the main idea of each paragraph, supporting the main idea 
with adequate details, and connecting the ideas together in a 
unified paragraph. You should use cohesive techniques such 
as repeated key words, rephrased key ideas, pronouns and 
determiners for reference, and transition expressions to unify 
each paragraph.

Transition expressions help 
the reader understand the 
relationship between supporting 
ideas in your essay. See the chart 
on page 363 for useful transition 
expressions.

NOTE: For further work on cohesion, see APPENDIX.

Look at the question and the outline for the first supporting paragraph of the essay from 
Writing Skills 9 and 10 and the supporting paragraph that is based on the outline.

Example Essay Topic Question 2

Do you agree or disagree with the following statement?

Smartphones and online social networks have destroyed 
communication between friends and family.

Use specific reasons and examples to support your opinion.

II. locate lost fruvds § distant faw<lly amtrz § get ii/vfo re
a. big storiM. (elec •§ ■phoiA.e x, but post orvllrve wzbattery-powr laptop comput) 
Ek: iinfo re rwy ixrvcle

The first point I would like to make is that smartphones and social networking can 
help people locate lost friends and distant family quickly. This technology allows us 
to get information about how they are doing. For example, during a big storm in my 
area, the electricity was out and phone lines in the hardest hit places weren't working. 
However, when I put a general posting online, using my battery-powered laptop 
computer, asking for anyone with information to help locate my elderly uncle, I got a 
lot of responses. I was able to find out he was OK.

As you read the first supporting paragraph in the essay, you should note that the first sen
tence of the paragraph is a topic sentence that indicates that the first supporting paragraph 
is the first reason (the first point I would like to make . . .) you have to support your opinion. 
The remaining sentences in the paragraph are details and a specific, personal example. You
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should also note the techniques that have been used to make the paragraph cohesive. The 
phrase this technology is a rephrasing of the key ideas smartphones and social networking, the 
phrase/or example and the word however are transition expressions. Pronouns are also used 
throughout to connect sentences.

Look at the notes on the second supporting paragraph of the essay and the supporting para
graph that is based on the outline.

III. shy ppL C.01MW. better onlirve
a. ex introvert strict help -fr peer 4 assgrvru.iA.t

Another point I'd like to make is that smartphones and online social networks help 
shy people communicate better. Let me illustrate this with one of my friends who is 
very introverted. It was hard for her to make friends when she first started classes 
at her university. Her grades were not good because she was too shy to talk to her 
classmates when she needed their help. However, by using text messaging, e-mail, 
and social networking, she was able to communicate with her classmates about 
assignments. Finally, she was able to talk to them in person.

As you read the second supporting paragraph in the essay on smartphones and online 
social networks, you should note that the first sentence of the paragraph is a topic sentence 
(Another point I'd like to make . . .) that indicates that the second supporting paragraph is 
about how the technology helps shy people communicate, and the rest of the sentences are 
details from an example about a person whom the writer knows. Notice the techniques that 
have been used to make the paragraph cohesive. The phrase very introverted is a rephrasing 
of the topic sentence idea involving shy people. The phrase Let me illustrate this with is used to 
introduce an example and the words however and finally are transition expressions. Pronouns 
are also used throughout to connect sentences.

The following chart outlines the key information you should use when writing unified sup
porting paragraphs.

WRITE UNIFIED SUPPORTING PARAGRAPHS

ORGANIZATION Each supporting paragraph should include a sentence with the main 
idea of the paragraph, the topic sentence, and several sentences with 
supporting ideas, examples, or details.

COHESION To make a supporting paragraph cohesive, you should use a variety 
of techniques, such as repeated and rephrased key ideas, pronouns 
and determiners, and transition expressions.

WRITING EXERCISE 11: Read the question and the paragraph that responds to it (on the 
following page). Then answer the questions that follow.

It can be quite difficult to learn a new language. What do you think are 
the most difficult aspects of learning a new language? Give reasons and 
examples to support your response.
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English is not an easy language to learn. Of all the possible problems that I have 
experienced when trying to learn this language, the most difficult problem that I have 
encountered is that English does not seem to be spoken by Americans in the same 
way that it was presented in my textbooks. For instance, the first time that I asked an 
American a question, I got a strange response. The man who answered my question said 
something that sounded like “Dunno.” I was sure that I had never studied this expression 
in my textbooks, and I could not find anything like it in my textbooks, and I could not 
find anything like it in my dictionary. I was surprised to learn later from a friend that this 
mysterious-sounding answer was really nothing more than a shortened version of “I do not 
know.” Not too long after that I had an even more interesting example of my most difficult 
problem in learning English. One evening, I was unable to do some chemistry homework 
problems, so the next morning I asked a classmate if she had been able to do them. I was 
amazed when she gave the rather bizarre answer that the assignment had been a “piece of 
cake.” I was not quite sure what a piece of cake had to do with the chemistry assignment, 
so I responded that I was not quite sure that the assignment really was a piece of cake. I 
have learned by now that she meant that the assignment was quite easy. Overall, I’m sure it 
is clear from these two examples what I find so difficult about the English language.

Repeated and rephrased key ideas
1. How many times does the key word "difficult" appear in the passage?
2. How many times does the key word "problem(s)" appear in the passage?
3. How is the phrase "strange response" rephrased in the passage?
4. How is the expression "Dunno" rephrased in the passage?
5. How is the word "surprised' rephrased in the passage?

Pronouns and determiners
6. What noun does the pronoun "it" refer to?
7. What noun does the pronoun 'them' refer to?
8. What noun does the pronoun 'she" refer to?
9. How many times is the determiner "this" used to refer back to a previous idea?

10. How many times is the determiner "these" used to refer back to a previous idea?

Transition expressions
11. Which transition expression shows that the first example will follow?
12. Which transition expression shows that the second example will follow?
13. Which transition expression shows that the summary of the main point follows?

Now write unified supporting paragraphs for the independent writing tasks that you 
worked on in Writing Exercises 9-10.

Writing Skill 12: CONNECT THE SUPPORTING PARAGRAPHS

To make sure your essay is as cohesive as possible, you should clearly show how the ideas 
in the supporting paragraphs in your essay are related. This can be accomplished (1) with 
a transition expression such as the first, the most important, or a final way, or (2) with a transi
tion sentence that includes the idea of the previous paragraph and the idea of the current 
paragraph. It is best to use a combination of these two types of transitions. The following 
example illustrates how transitions can be used to show the relationships between the sup
porting paragraphs in an essay.

Refer to the following chart to make sure you include transitions in your essays.
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Purpose Transition Expressions

ADDING 
INFORMATION

also, additionally, moreover, furthermore, in addition, another

COMPARING AND 
CONTRASTING

similarly, likewise, however, on the other hand, but, in contrast, 
unlike

GIVING 
EXAMPLES

for example, for instance, to illustrate

SEQUENCING first/second/third, before/during/after, next, finally, eventually, later, 
then

EXPLAINING OR 
DESCRIBING

in fact, specifically, actually, particularly

CONCLUDING to summarize, in conclusion

Look at this example of an outline and supporting paragraphs for the following question. 
Notice the use of transition expressions in the supporting paragraphs, which are organized 
point-by-point.

Some people prefer to work in groups on projects. Other people prefer to work alone. 
Compare the advantages of working in groups with the advantages of working alone. 
Which would you prefer? Use details and examples to support your response.

Essay Outline

INTRODUCTION: advantages—wrte in grps § Individ

SUPPORTING 
PARAGRAPH 1:

advantg 1—wrkd in grps = opportun 2 wrk w/othrs advantg 1 wrte individ 
= past success § enjoy wrte when § how want

SUPPORTING 
PARAGRAPH 2:

advantg 2—wrte In grps = Iss wrfe 4 individ advantg 2 wrte individ 
= wrte own way § X rely othrs 4 good grade

CONCLUSION: better 4 nie wrfe individ

Transitions
(to introduce SP1): The first point I would like to make is that there are strong 

advantages to working in groups. The main one that it offers is 
the opportunity to work with others. Although this is a strong 
advantage to working in groups, there are some even more 
compelling advantages for me to work by myself. An important one 
is that I have had previous success working this way, so I know it 
works for me. Another advantage of working by myself is that I get 
the enjoyment of doing work when and how I want.

(to introduce SP2): In addition to learning to work with others, working in a group 
usually means that there is less work for individual members. 
However, in comparison, I find that working alone is preferable 
because I can do the work my own way and I don't have to rely on 
others to get their work done so I can get a good grade.
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The first supporting paragraph is introduced with the transition expression The first point 
to show that this is one of the first of the points that you are going to discuss in your essay 
about the advantages of working in groups. Then, this first point is compared to the second 
point of working individually by using although . . . more compelling advantage for me to work 
by myself for contrast. This supporting paragraph goes on to discuss the advantages of work
ing individually by using the phrases An important one and another advantage.

The second supporting paragraph is introduced with a transition sentence that shows how 
this paragraph is related to the previous paragraph; In addition to learning to work with others, 
(first point from the first supporting paragraph) . . . there is less work for individual members 
(new, second point for the second supporting paragraph). Again, this second point about the 
advantages of working in groups is compared to the advantages of working alone by using 
the transition expressions However and in comparison.

The following chart outlines the key information that you should use for connecting the 
supporting paragraphs in your essay.

CONNECT THE SUPPORTING PARAGRAPHS

TRANSITION 
EXPRESSIONS

You can use transition expressions such as the first, the next, in addition, 
another, finally to connect the supporting paragraphs.

TRANSITION 
SENTENCES

You can use a transition sentence that relates the topic of the previous 
paragraph to the topic of the current paragraph.

WRITING EXERCISE 12: For each outline of an essay, write sentences to introduce each 
of the supporting paragraphs. You should use a combination of transition expressions and 
transition sentences. Look at the chart of transition expressions on page 363 to help you.

Question 1:
Some people think that owning a car in a big city has many advantages. Others feel that 
owning a car in a big city has many disadvantages. Discuss the advantages and disadvan
tages of owning a car in a big city. Which do you think is better? Give specific reasons to 
support your answer.

difficult decision about whether or not to own a car in a big city
• the advantages of owning a car in a big city
• the disadvantages of owning a car in a big city

Tine advantages of having a car in a big citg are lA-umerous.
There mag be nixmerons advantages to owning a car in a big citg; however, there are also 
distinct disadvantages.

INTRO:
SP1:
SP2:

SP1:
SP2:
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Question 2:
Many people read for fun and in order to relax. What do you think are the most relaxing 
types of reading? Use specific details and examples to support your opinion.

SP1: __________________________________________________________________

2. INTRO: three types of reading that I enjoy and that help me relax
SP1: • science fiction
SP2: • romances
SP3: • sports magazines

SP2: __________________________________________________________________

SP3: __________________________________________________________________

Question 3:
Some people prefer to travel alone. Others like to travel in groups. Which do you think is the 
best way to travel? Use specific reasons and examples to explain your choice.

SP1: _________________________________________________________________

3. INTRO: prefer to travel in groups
SP1: • benefit 1 of traveling in groups
SP2: • benefit 2 of traveling in groups

SP2: _______ __________________________________________________________

Question 4:
What characteristics do you think are most important for becoming a successful student? 
Use specific details and examples to support your answer.

SP1:

4. INTRO: most important characteristics leading to success as a student
SP1: • self-motivation
SP2: • desire to succeed
SP3: • joy in learning

SP2:

SP3:
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Question 5:
Do you agree or disagree with the following statement?

Living for today is better than living for tomorrow.

Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer.

5. INTRO: living for tomorrow is better than living just for today
SP1: • reason 1 for believing living for tomorrow is a better philosophy; compare to 

living for today
SP2: • reason 2 for believing living for tomorrow is a better philosophy; compare to 

living for today

SP1:

SP2:

Question 6:
Some students feel that grades help motivate students to learn. Others feel that grades can 
discourage students from learning. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of grading stu
dents. Which do you think it true? Use specific reasons and details to support your opinion.

SP1: _________________________________________________________________

6. INTRO: grades are important to encourage students to learn; advantages and disad
vantages

SP1: • disadvantage 1 of grades; advantage 1 of grades
SP2: • disadvantage 2 of grades; advantage 2 of grades

SP2: _________________________________________________________________

Question 7:
Imagine that a person you know is trying to learn a new language. What advice would you 
give to this person about the best ways to learn a new language? Use specific details and 
examples to support your answer.

SP1:

7. INTRO: three pieces of advice to someone trying to learn a new language
SP1: • listen to videos, television programs, radio programs in the new language
SP2: • talk with native speakers of the language every chance you get
SP3: • read newspapers, magazines, books in the new language

SP2:

SP3:
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Question 8:
Today many people are concerned about the destruction of the Earth's environment. In your 
opinion, what steps should the government take to protect the Earth from further harm? Use 
specific reasons and details to explain your answer.

8. INTRO: three steps the government should take to protect the Earth's environment 
SP1: • educate people about the causes and effects of environmental damage
SP2: • create and enforce laws that penalize those who damage the environment
SP3: • reward those who are environmentally conscious with tax cuts

SP1: _________________________________________________________________

SP2:

SP3:

Writing Skill 13: WRITE THE INTRODUCTION AND CONCLUSION

INTRODUCTION
The purpose of the introduction is to:

• First, interest the reader in your topic.

• Then explain clearly to the reader what (the topic) you are going to discuss.

• Finally, explain how you are going to organize the discussion.

Study the following essay topic.

Essay Topic

Some people prefer to work in groups on projects, while other people 
prefer to work alone. What are the advantages of each, and which do 
you prefer? Use details and examples to support your response.

The following example shows one possible introduction to an essay on this topic.

INTRODUCTION

The school where I have been a student for the last 16 years has a system that places a 
higher value on individual achievement than it does on group achievement. Because 
I was a rather successful student in this school for most of my life, I know a lot about 
the advantages of working individually on projects. However, I can only imagine the 
advantages of working on projects in groups.

In the first part of the introduction, the writer provides background information that he or 
she has been a successful student in an educational system that is based on a lot of indi
vidual work, to interest the reader in the topic. By the end of the introduction, the reader also 
understands that the writer intends to discuss the advantages of individual work, based on 
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personal experience, and then to discuss the advantages of working in groups from her or 
his imagination.

The following chart outlines the key information that you should use for writing 
an introduction.

WRITE THE INTRODUCTION

INTEREST You should begin your introduction with information that will interest 
the reader in your topic.

TOPIC You should state the topic directly in the middle of the introduction.

ORGANIZATION You should end the introduction with a statement that shows the 
organization of the discussion of the topic.

CONCLUSION
The purpose of the conclusion is to:

• Close your essay by summarizing the main points of your discussion.

• Make sure that the reader clearly understands your exact ideas on the topic.

• Make sure the reader clearly understands the reasons you feel the way that you 
do about the topic.

The ideas in your conclusion should be clearly related to the ideas that you began in the 
introduction. You should indicate what you intend to discuss in the essay in the introduc
tion, and you should indicate the outcome or results of the discussion in the conclusion.

Essay Topic

Some people prefer to work in groups on projects, while other people 
prefer to work alone. What are the advantages of each, and which do 
you prefer? Use details and examples to support your response.

The following example shows a possible conclusion to an essay on this topic.

CONCLUSION

I have worked individually throughout my education, and I have been successful 
working in this way because this style of work is a good match with my personality.
I can imagine that, for some people, the cooperative benefits that come from working 
in groups might be a good thing. However, I prefer to continue to work alone. I hope 
that the success that I have had up to now by working in this way will continue to 
make me successful in the future.

Here the writer refers back to the personal information that was mentioned in the introduc
tion, saying I have worked individually throughout my education, and I have been successful work
ing in this way. . . . The writer also briefly summarizes the advantages of each style of work 
by mentioning that working individually is a good match with my personality and that working 
in groups has cooperative benefits. Finally, the writer clearly states a preference for working 
individually because of the success that this style of work has brought up to now.
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The following chart outlines the key information that you should use for writing a conclusion.

WRITE THE CONCLUSION

OVERALL IDEA You should make sure that your overall idea is very clear.

MAIN POINTS You should summarize the main points that you used to arrive at this 
overall idea.

INTEREST You should refer back to the information that you used to interest the 
reader in the introduction.

WRITING EXERCISE 13: For each of the following writing topics, on a separate piece of 
paper, write introductions that include material to interest the reader in the topic, a statement 
of the specific topic, and a statement showing the organization of the discussion of the topic. 
Then write conclusions that restate the main idea, summarize the main points, and refer back 
to the information that you used to interest the reader in the introduction. The first one has 
been done for you.

1. Some people prefer to work in one company for their entire career. Others think it is 
better to move from company to company. Discuss the advantages of each position. 
Which do you think is better and why? Use specific reasons and examples to support 
your response.

INTRODUCTION: In my family, we have experience both in staying with one 
company for a long time and in moving from one company to another. For me 
personally, moving from company to company is better. However, each of these ways 
of working has its own advantages.

CONCLUSION: From this, I think you can understand why I prefer to better 
my career by moving from company to company. I do understand that there are 
advantages in staying with one company for a long time; I certainly hear about these 
advantages from my family over and over. However, I have come to the conclusion 
that something different is better for me.

2. What famous place would you like to visit? Use details and reasons to explain your 
response.

3. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement?

Actions speak louder than words.

Use specific reasons and examples to support your response.

4. Compare yourself today and yourself five years ago. In what ways are you the same or 
different? Use specific examples to support your response.

5. Some people prefer to play team sports, while others prefer to play individual sports. 
Discuss the advantages of each. Then indicate which you prefer and why. Use specific 
reasons and examples to support your response.

6. If you could change one thing about your school, what would you change? Use reasons 
and specific examples to support your answer. W
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7. Many people believe that the best teachers have specific characteristics. Discuss the char
acteristics that you think make a good teacher. Use reasons and examples to support 
your response.

8. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement?

Travel is important for personal development.

Use specific reasons and examples to support your response. '

9. It can be quite difficult to learn a new language. What do you think are the most dif
ficult aspects of learning a new language? Give reasons and examples to support your 
response.

10. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement?
The TOEFL iBT® Test is a wonderful test!

Use reasons and examples to support your response.

Writing Skill 14: REVIEW SENTENCE STRUCTURE

After you have written your essay, it is important for you to save some time at the end if 
possible to review the sentence structure in your essay. You should check the sentence struc
ture of simple sentences, compound sentences, and complex sentences.

NOTE: For a review of sentence structure, see APPENDIX.

Look at the following sentences from an essay about a test.

Because the test in history class was extremely difficult.
s v

I finally passed the test, otherwise I would have had to take it over, 
sv sv

The grade that I intended to get it was nuch higher.
S S V

The sentence structure of each of these sentences is not correct. The first sentence is an incor
rect simple sentence. In this sentence, the subordinate connector Because in front of the subject 
and verb test . . . was makes the sentence incomplete. The second sentence is an incorrect 
compound sentence. In this sentence, the main clauses 1... passed .. . and I would have had ... 
are connected with a comma (,), and a comma cannot be used to connect two main clauses. 
The third sentence is an incorrect complex sentence. In this sentence, the main subject is grade 
and the verb is was; there is an extra subject it, which makes the sentence incorrect.

The following chart outlines the key information you should use for reviewing sentence 
structure.

REVIEW SENTENCE STRUCTURE

SENTENCE Check for errors in sentence structure in your response. Be sure to check for 
STRUCTURE errors in simple sentences, compound sentences, and complex sentences. 
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WRITING EXERCISE 14: Correct the errors in sentence structure in the following passages. 
(The number in parentheses at the end of each paragraph indicates the number of errors in 
the paragraph.)

(A) I definitely believe that taking part in organized team sports is beneficial. However, 
is beneficial for much more than the obvious reasons. Everyone recognizes, of course, that 
participation in sports provides obvious physical benefits. It leading to improved physical 
fitness, it also provides a release from the stresses of life. I spent my youth taking part in a 
number of organized sports, including football, basketball, and volleyball, as a result of this 
experience I understand that the benefits of participation much greater than the physical 
benefits. (5)

(B) One very valuable benefit that children get from taking part in sports it is that it 
teaches participants teamwork. What any player in a team sport needs to learn it is that 
individual team members must put the team ahead of individual achievement. Individuals 
on one team who are working for individual glory rather than the good of the team they 
often end up working against each other. A team made up of individuals unable to work 
together often not a very successful team, it is usually a complete failure. (5)

(C) What also makes participation in team sports valuable it is that it teaches 
participants to work to achieve goals. Playing sports it involves setting goals and working 
toward them, examples of such goals are running faster, kicking harder, throwing straighter, 
or jumping higher. Athletes learn that can set goals and work toward them until the goals 
accomplished. Is through hard work that goals can be met. (6)

(D) By taking part in sports, can learn the truly valuable skills of working together on 
teams and working to accomplish specific goals. These goals not just beneficial in sports, 
more importantly, the skills that are developed through sports they are the basis of success 
in many other aspects of life. Mastering these skills leading to success not only on the 
playing field but also in the wider arena of life. (5)

Writing Skill 15: REVIEW GRAMMAR

After you have written your essay, it is important for you to review the grammar in your 
response.

NOTE: For a review of grammar, see APPENDIX.

Look at the following sentence from an essay on the effects of television.

Television certainly has changing society in very big way.

In this sentence, the past participle rather than the present participle changing should be 
used after the helping verb has; to correct this error, you can change changing to changed. The 
article a also needs to be added because the countable singular noun way requires an article; 
to correct this error, you can change very to a very.

The following chart outlines the key information you should remember about reviewing 
grammar.

REVIEW GRAMMAR

GRAMMAR Check for errors in grammar in your response. Be sure to check for errors 
with nouns and pronouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs, articles, and 
agreement.
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WRITING EXERCISE 15: Correct the errors in grammar in the following passages. (The 
number in parentheses at the end of each paragraph indicates the number of errors in the 
paragraph.)

(A) In my first semester at the university, I was overwhelm by the differences between 
university studies and high school studies. In high school, I had easily be able to finish 
the number of work that was assigned, and if on certain occasion I did not complete an 
assignment, the teacher quickly tells me to make up the work. The situation in my university 
classes were not at all like the situation in high school. (6.)

(B) I was tremendously surprising at the volume of work assigned in the university. 
Unlike high school courses, which perhaps covered a chapter in two week, university 
courses regular covered two or three chapters in one week and two or three other chapters 
in the next week. I have been able to keep up with the workload in high school, but it was 
difficult for me to finish all the reading in mine university classes even though I tried real 
hard to finish all of them. (7)

(C) The role that the teacher took in motivating students to get work done were also 
very different in my university. In high school, if an assignment was unfinishing on a 
date that it was due, my teacher would immediate let me know that I had made really a 
mistake and needed to finish an assignment right away. In my university classes, however, 
professors did not inform regularly students to make sure that we were get work done on 
schedule. It was really easy to put off studying in the beginning of each semesters and 
really have to work hard later in the semester to catch up on my assignments. (9)

(D) During my first year in the university, I had to set firm goal to get things done by 
myself instead of relying on others to watch over me and make sure that I have done what 
I was supposed to do. With so much assignments, this was quite a task difficult, but I now 
regular try to do my best because I dislike being very far behind. It seems that I have turn 
into quite a motivating student. (7)

WRITING REVIEW EXERCISE (Skills 9-15):
Read the question. On a piece of paper, take notes on the topic and main points for a 
response. Then write your response.

Some people show their emotions, while other people work hard to 
keep their emotions from showing. What are the advantages of each 
type of behavior? Which behavior do you prefer? Use specific 
reasons and details to support your response.

| Response Time: 20 minutes I
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Section Directions

This section measures your ability to communicate in writing in an academic environment. 
There will be two writing tasks.

For the first writing task, you will read a passage and listen to a lecture about an 
academic topic. Then you will write a response to a question that asks you about the 
relationship between the lecture and the reading passage.

For the second task, you will demonstrate your ability to write an essay in response to a 
question that asks you to express and support your opinion about a topic or issue.

Now listen to the directions for the first writing task.

Integrated Writing Directions

For this task, you will first have three minutes to read a passage about an academic topic. 
You may take notes on the passage if you wish. The passage will then be removed and 
you will listen to a lecture about the same topic. While you listen, you may also take notes.

Then you will have 20 minutes to write a response to a question that asks you about the 
relationship between the lecture you heard and the reading passage. Try to answer the 
question as completely as possible using information from the reading passage and the 
lecture. The question does not ask you to express your personal opinion. You will be able 
to see the reading passage again when it is time for you to write. You may use your notes 
to help you answer the question.

Typically, an effective response will be 150 to 225 words long. Your response will be 
judged on the quality of your writing and on the completeness and accuracy of the 
content. If you finish your response before time is up, you may click on Next to go on to 
the second writing task.

Independent Writing Directions

For this task, you will write an essay in response to a question that asks you to state, 
explain, and support your opinion on an issue. You will have 30 minutes to plan, write, 
and revise your essay.

Typically, an effective essay will contain a minimum of 300 words. Your essay will be 
judged on the quality of your writing. This includes the development of your ideas, the 
organization of your essay, and the quality and accuracy of the language you use to 
express your ideas.

If you finish your essay before time is up, you may click on Next to end this section. 
When you are ready to continue, click on the Dismiss Directions icon.
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Questions 1-2

Question 1

Read the passage. On a piece of paper, take notes on the topic and main points of the 
reading passage.

Historically, astrology, which is a belief in a relation between astronomical phenomena 
and actual events, was considered an academic practice worthy of respect. It was accepted 
as a reliable source of predictions for a person's life and for future world events. Ancient 
cultures from the Mayans to early Chinese developed astrological systems to predict world 
events. Astrologers during the Renaissance used the money they raised by predicting the 
future to pay for their scholarly and artistic pursuits. World leaders consulted astrologers to 
gain insight into the movement of enemy troops or assist them in critical decision making. 
Literature and music of past centuries is filled with mentions of astrology, including Chau
cer's The Canterbury Tales from the fourteenth century.

Western astrology was based on the location and movement of constellations in the sky 
throughout the year. It involves horoscopes based on a study of date of birth in relation to 
signs of the zodiac. People bom under a particular sign are believed to possess specific quali
ties unique to that sign, and their horoscopes predict upcoming events and times of wealth, 
sickness, love, etc. In many countries today, there is a long-standing tradition of consulting 
astrologers for insights into daily life. In fact, the belief in astrological accuracy has resulted 
in changes to society. Even one recent U.S. president, Ronald Reagan, was known to consult 
his horoscope on a regular basis.
Listen to the passage. On a piece of paper, take notes on the topic and main points of 
the listening passage.

157
Now answer the following question: ^»)

Summarize the points made in the lecture, being sure to specifically explain how they 
oppose specific points made in the reading passage.
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Question 2

Read the question. On a piece of paper, take notes on the topic and main points for a 
response. Then write your response.

Do you agree or disagree with the following statement?

It is better to be safe than sorry.

Use reasons and examples to support your response.

Turn to pages 610-616 to assess the skills used in the test, score the test, 
using the Writing Scoring Criteria, and record your results.
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